
Bearwood Local #106.

The Bearwood Group.

Editorial.

Well here we are again, another month older and waiting expectantly for our first meeting for what seems 
like a lifetime. I confess that club meetings always rekindle my enthusiasm for the hobby, without them it 
tends to go on the back-burner because so many other demands seem to elbow their way to the front of the 
queue (aka my wife’s task list). Of course there will new challenges over the coming months now that the 
gardening season has started to take off. I find it doesn’t take much persuading to get me out of doors, 
almost regardless of weather, coupled with this it will be nice to see our window sills and conservatory 
returned to their intended use; devoid of rows of propagators and “potted on” plants, each providing a 
potential disaster via an unwary elbow. 

I have managed to achieve on minor RR related task; the promised yard office for the club layout is now 
complete and hopefully acceptable to the membership. It will probably be August before I catch up with 
you guys, due to a commitment that clashes with the expected July meeting, so please save a space 
approximately 11” x 7” in the yard area.

Finally, I have received five responses to date to the questionnaire in the last issue. So as to give “les 
tortues” a little more time we have held off publishing the findings until issue #107.

Key contacts:

Chairman - Roger Luffman rogerluffman@gmail.com

Editor - Robert (Bob) Skinner skinnerrfc@aol.com

Bob Skinner.
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https://bearwoodamrg.wordpress.com/
https://www.nmrabr.org.uk/


Chairman’s Musings

Thanks to all our colleagues who have advised me of their vaccination status. This information will be 
extremely helpful in deciding when to re-open for our meets at Bearwood. At this time there is still no information 
about the centre reopening, when and on what basis. There are still several colleagues, regular attendees, who have not 
yet replied. There are no doubt a variety of reasons, but in some cases it will be because due to their age, they have not 
yet been offered a jab. Just a timely reminder to these and colleagues who have forgotten.

My own layout continues to develop, I now have a continuous freight mainline, and a passenger mainline complete 
except for a large viaduct. I am preparing power supplies and controllers etc. At my last session I started installing 
manually operated switches. Regarding powered switches I make a concession to my age, and intend that no  circuit 
wiring will be below the base boards, with the sole exception of the turntable motor, unless anyone has a good idea they 
could let me into. Putting things at risk I hope to be running trains on the layout by the end of summer. 

Keep safe all, we shall reopen soon. 

Roger.

Support From Above?.

As I was writing this on a Sunday afternoon it seemed providential that I opened an email from Peter 
Bowen. In addition to his kind personal offer of help he posed the question “What can the NMRA British 
Region do to help Bearwood”. I confess that it felt a bit like being asked the meaning of life and my mind 
went blank (not a lot of change there!) So my friends I pose the same question to you all. I have no doubt 
it will be a question pondered by your committee but if you have any burning issues please let us know; I 
am happy to act as the “postbox” via my usual email address.

Bob Skinner
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News of a Forthcoming Exhibition.

You may be interested in the following snippet from John? Hopefully, we shall be able to visit the show 
and enjoy an opportunity to support John and catch up with old friends.

“ I've accepted an invitation to exhibit my little On30 switching layout at the next Poole show 17th Of 
October 2021.”

John Levesley

Jason Schron Video.     
                                                       
Jason is the co-founder of Rapido trains and this video show part of his layout. Lots of people have made videos with an 
engineer's view of the track but this is different. Stick with it until the models appear around 1:23. It is amazingly 
realistic.

https://youtu.be/fQTfo32EjvY

Tom Winlow

Now Cancelled
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https://youtu.be/fQTfo32EjvY


Quizzical?.
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Butler, WI

Butler (pop 1,841) is a village NW of Milwaukee that owed its existence to the Chicago & North Western 
Railway. In 1911 farm land was purchased to create a railroad yard designed to alleviate congestion in 
down town Milwaukee. Originally known as New Butler the “New” was dropped in 1926. Originally the 
yard office was a C&NW cinder block construction in what is now a UP yard. As a point of interest he 
local community newsletter is called “The Caboose” thus continuing a strong link to the past.

The model is a collation of all I had in my scrap-box, due to the difficulty in sourcing parts during 
lockdown. It is basically a box of 1mm styrene sheet, faced with South Eastern Finecast ‘OO’ stone blocks 
as a stand-in for cinder block. Various Grandt Line window castings, some ends of Evergreen styrene rod, 
a paint job and fine sand (for the roof) completes the picture. This was also the first time that I used my 
Smart Models magnetic clamps (described in an earlier issue); they proved to be a real aid to accurate 
alignment. 

View from the west.
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Front façade ¾ view.
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Full frontal (if you get the drift), East is to the right.
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A New Exhibition in Sacramento.

In the event that you missed Tom’s recent email, or failed to read it,  here is another opportunity to catch up. The gist 
was that the  NMRA have been working with the California Railroad Museum in Sacramento to put together an exhibit 
there on model railroading. This is now complete and opened recently.  The video (42 minutes) is a preview of the 
exhibit given by Charlie Getz, a former president of the NMRA, for museum supporters prior to being opened to the 
public. Here is the link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5y8SLis9s8 

Bob Skinner

The Beanery.

So what did you expect?

Bob Skinner

For editorial balance other bean products in fau 
tomato sauce are available.

PM.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5y8SLis9s8


Ebay Bargain Hunt.

It still continues to be a little thin on eBay for bargains spares and repairs as is my chosen side hobby.

A little while back whilst going through one of my saved searches I came across this and for a one off bid 
of £5 brought it home, well the postman did the leg work.

"Spectrum Union Pacific 9183 0 Gauge” – It’s not O gauge the couplings look more N gauge to me and 
the box reminds of an early Bachmann product.

The pictures from the listing give some detail but nothing ideal it was still a but of a punt in used cars 
terms. So once the loco had arrived it was time to take it apart, I try to work and a cleanish towel to arrest 
anything that I might drop – I drop a lot these days and knock things over with relative ease.

A quick test with my trusty PP3 battery and we have signs of life. Time to strip it down and find the dirt.
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It looks like I have all the bits (a result) so it just needs putting back together after a quick clean and de fluff. The 
wheels are quite tarnished, I think it has done some miles, I’d really like to get a new set but for now a quick burnish 
with a brass wire wheel in the mini drill cleans then up and gives them a nice satin look. Clean the pickups straight the 
chassis pickup wipe away the old grease and add some new fresh in a light application.
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So once all back together, it was literally a clip back together job, it was onto the test track for a quick blast spread the 
new grease around the gears. It has Led directional lights which was a nice surprise. After a couple of minutes running 
everything seems to have freed up and quite a nice runner.

Next month I’ll try to crack on with this one a Bachmann Santa Fe Doodlebug, Intend as a parts purchase we shall see.

GP.
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Answers to the crossword…
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The questions once more below.

This Month.

After a mention on Jenny Kirks the Monday Club on YouTube I have subscribed to Jaw Tooth who does post some 
interesting railroading videos, I do like a short-line and small is something I can model.

More here, https://www.youtube.com/c/JawTooth/videos

https://www.youtube.com/c/JawTooth/videos


FRED.

My spies tell me that many of you have squirrelled away a veritable cornucopia of 
delights – namely Railroad photos. Our Newsletter has oodles of free space so why 
don’t you forward a selection to me so that we can all share in your guilty pleasures? 
Failing that, next month’s issue is going to look like a one car short-line movement!
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